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THE CONTROLlED SECTOR

The conference was 'organizcd by J.D. JOIlCS (\Varwick),I. Yladsen (Aarhus) and E.
Vogt (Bcrlin). 48 participa,l1ts frolll Europc anJ the United Statcs a.ttended the confcrence.
Among thc 10 leelures thcre was a. scriL's
:j lccturc9, givcn by J. Roe, concerning
I{ -thcory, controllcd topology anu C· -aigebras. Othcr topics of intercst were classifying
spaccs, knot thcory, lopulvgy of 1110duli sp;u:cs, topological «(uautum field theory an<!

ur

hUffiotopy thcory.
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J\bstracts (in alphabetical order)

J .E. Andersen:The Witten invariant of ·finite order mapping tori.
Using the geoluetric approach to vVilten's invariants of 3-manifolds, we give adefinition
of the Witten invariant of the mapping torus of any diffeomorphism of a closed oriented
surface.
Let E be a closed oriented surface of genus 9 > 1 and f E Diff+(E) s.t. Im = 1.
Let M be the SU(r)-moduli space of ~ and denote by 1",\.11 C A,1 the Hxed point set of
M under the action of f. Let IMI = UcEC IMlc be the decomposition into components.
H M(E J ) is the SU(r)-moduli space of Eh the rnapping torus of /, then there is a natural
map
r : .1\4 ( E j) ---+ 1M I.

.-

..}

Denote M(EJ)c = r- 1 (IMlc). Define

dc =

I
1-

Let Ce

= (r:~~)k.

max

[A)EM(~/)c

1
-2 (dirn H 1 (E j ; dad(A») - dirn HO(E j ; dOd(A»)) .

Denote. by Zk(Ej) the Witten invariant of EI_

Theorem.
Zk(E j

)

= e-1riccq(E/) . L

e21rikCS(E/tc) Pc(k),

cEC

where

• q(E J ) is a simple rational function in the SF-invariant of ~j.

• CS(EJ' c) is the ehern-Simons invariant of any [Al E M(E j )c.
• Pc(k) is a degree dc polynomial in k with complex coefficientswhich are expressed
as certain intersection numbers on the SU(r)-moduli space of
labeling of the orbifold points of Elf·

'EI/

with certain

e.

c. Blanchet:Topol~gical Quantum Field Theories ror Surfaces with Spin Struc..
ture.

-

This is joint work with Gregor Masbaulu. The Kauffman bracket can be used to
define invariants of 3-manifolds with Spin structure, whicb are refinements of the quantum
SU(2)-invariants. In the simplcst case we get the classical Rohlin invariant. A Cormula of
Tur_aev , Kirby-Melvin and the author, a:iserts that for 16k-th raots of unity, the sum of
the Spin-invariants is cqual to the Lunspllll' invariant. \Ve show tbat this generalizes at
the level of TQFT.
An important ingredicnt in thc construction is the notion
Spin-structure campteIncntary to a link or lo a clo~ed graph. Sut:h structurcs are uscd to define a. cobordism
catcgory. Thcn usin.g a 'universal COI1:ilructiuu' we ddillC a. functor from this catcgory 10

oe
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a ca.tegory of 11lOJLilcs. Thc ITlodulcs associatcd to surfaces with Spin-structure are shown
to be (rce of finite rank. Thcy are cquippeJ \\'ith an hcrmitian form which is uni modular;
this form gives a glueing rormula for the invariant.
These modules srLti~fy thc mull.iplicativity axion1S of TQFT in an extended sense, and
their ranks are giVCll by a Spin rcfincd version of th~ 'Verlinde formula'. The relationship
with the 'unspun' thcory is given by a natural ttransfer luap'.

R . L. Cohen:Instantons, the Dirac operator and classifying spaces.
This is areport on joint work with Mare Sanders in which we study the homotopy
type of based gauge equivalence classes of selE dual connections on 54, Mf(S4)'. Here k is
the ehern class and G is one of the Lie groups SU(n), Sp(n), or SO(n). The main result
is a calculation of the image in honlology of the inclusion

where 8f(S4) is the space of all gauge equivalenee classes of connections. Let C3 (k) be
the configuration space of k distinct points in R3. By work of Taubes there is a gluing
construction
k·"

We prove the following, concerning the composition
C3 (k)

Theorem. For G
the image of (ik

•

0

= Sp(n)

X~k (Mf)k ~ Mf ~ Sr ~ n~G.

or SU(n) the inlage of (i k ).

:

H.{Mf)

-+

H.(Bf) is equal to

ik)•.

We then display the result of this theorem by computing (i k 0lk). efficiently.
This calculation is equivalent, by work of Taubes, to a calculatioIi of the image cf

H.(Mf) ~ li!!l/f.(M~)
k

which we call the stahle h0l11ology of /i.(Mf).
We prove this thcoreIn by using results of Sanders concerning tbe homotopy type of
high rank instantons.

©

J.L. Dupont:Regula,tors and the Hodge filtration.
This is joint work '\~'ith R. Hain allJ S. Zuc.:kcr.
The Borel regulators for a.lgebraic lluluuer fielJs are defineu using SQltle cauonical cohomology classes bp E II'lP-l(/3GL(C)6,R), wherc Ö dellotes the lludcrlyillg discrete group.
A refinement of these are thc Checgcr-Cherll·Sinlons charactcristic c1asses defincd for
E ---+ X, a vector bundle with a. flat c0I111ectiou \7, cp(E, '\7) E JI'lp-l(X, C/Z(p», (Z(p) =
Z(21ri)P C Cl. In particular)( ~ BGL(n,C)6 yields Cp E Ir~p-l(BGL(n,C)6,C/Z(p).
On the other ha.nd A. Beilinson (1984) has defined a refinement of the Chern-classe~
for algebraic vector bundles E ---t ..~, X an algebraic variety, c:(E) E Hi:J'(X, Z(p)), A
where HiJ denotes Deligne cohomology.
•
We' prove

Theorem 1. If E

---+

X is a Hat cOlllplex vector bundle over the algebraic manifold . )(

then C:(E) is the image of Cp(E, \7) under the natural map

li 2P - 1 (X, C/Z(p)) ---. IIi!(X, Z(p)).

Theorem 2. For all p and n

Theorem 3. The images of c: and

c" in H2 p -l(BGL(n, C)6, C/R(p»

are equal to bp /2.

Remark. Theorem 1 was proved by S. Bloch for X compa.ct and E unitary, and by

C. Soute (1987) for X compact. ~heorem 3 is a slight refinement of the original theorem
of Beilinson.

B. Hughes:Control and relaxation over the circle.
The main result of this joint work with Stratos Prassidis is a Bass-Heller-Swan formula
(or Fundamental Theorem) for the Whitehead space Wh( X x S1) where X is a finite
complex.

•

Theorem.
Wh(X

X

SI)

~

Wh(X) x n-1Wh( . Y) x Nil(X) x Nil(X).

This decolnposition reduces La thc cJa.ssical FunJalnellta.l Theorem of Aigebraic Kthcory due to Bass, Heller anti Swall upon t(Lkiug ;TU,

©

The spacc \Vh(.~) is clcrillcJ as thc silllplicial set ur llilbert cube (Q) manifold slructures on .\ x Q. Earlier rcsllits of ChaplllUll anu Hughes combine to show that Wh(X)
is an infinite loop spat:e with
~

tro Wh()[)
1r

-n Wh(")[)' ~

'nWh(.X")

~

~Vh(ZtrIX),

!(l-n(Z7t'l.lX')

far

n

> .0,

the space of stahle pseudo-isotopies on X,

n-nWh(.~)

~

WhC(X x Rn -. Rn).

The simplicial set Nil(X) is defined using ideas of Prassidis (K-Theory Journal, 1992)
where he implicitly defines a homotopy split surjection

On the other hand the work of Hughes-Taylor-vVilliams identifies Wh(X) x n-1Wh(X)
with the controlled Whitehead space WhC(X x SI -.- SI). A parametric version of
Siebenmann's relaxation construction defines a splitting

of the forget control n1ap. The theory of manifold approximate fibrations is used to show
that r x \lI is a homotopy equivalence.
In related work, Klein-Vogell-Waldhausen-Williams recently have proved a Fundamental Theorem for the. A-theory of spaces.

J. Hurtubise:Stability theorems for moduli spaces.
In this talk I discussed three stability theorems for the homology of moduli spaces:

•

1) (Segal, Kirwan, Guest, Boyer-Hurtubise.Man~-Milgram(BHMM)) The inclusion
I of the space Holk(E, GI P) of degree k holomorphic maps of aRiemann surface
E into the Bag manifold GI P, into the space l\1aPA:(E, GI P) of all maps induces
isomorphisms in h0010logy groups Hi for i < eolkl + Cl (Co > 0). (If E = Pb the
result holds for tri)'
2) (BHMl\1, Kinvan, Tian). Th~, inclus'ioll of the moduli space MIc(X) of charge k
instantons on )( (.\' = S.. , p2 or a rulcd surface) inta the space BIr(X) of all connections, induces isomorphisIllS in hOlllOlogy groups Ili for i < CQk + Cl; if X = S\ p2
or rational ruleJ, the rcsult holJs for 7T'i.
3) If C d.n is thc Chow variety of ucgrec d, codilllcnsion r subvarieties of PnC, there is
a stabilisation map (:'d.n --. Cd.n+ l , anu liln n _ oo Cd." has the homotopy type of a
product of Eilenberg !\1acLunc spaces (Lawson).

:,

©

It was thcn cxplaiucd Iaow the hunlulugy uf spaces
role in 1land 2).

u.

ur labdled particlcs played a. crucial

Kaiser:Seifert surfaces and link genus in oriented 3-manifolds.

Suppose Af is a. cOlnpact uriented :3-lnanifoIJ. A natural equivalcllcc relation on pairs
(1(,8), where I( C intAJ is a link and 0 : /1&(l\/K, Ul\I) ----+ Z is a. homornorphism (MK is
tbe link exterior), is identifled with S-cquivalcnce of Seifert surfaces. The group 112 (;.\1)
acts transitivelyon the set of equivaleuce dasses (I-t, 0) over 1{. That action allows to
transfer invariants of S~equivalence to isotopy invariants of links in Al, for which the
fundamental elass becomes trivial in H 1 (M).
We discuss the COllway polynonlial and the link genus in this framework:
Suppose M C E, where E is a rational homology sphere.
(1) A" Conway potential is defined using "linking numbers" in a subgroup h(ld) of
H2 (M x M - diagonal) (orten h(A4) ~ Z ffi H. (1\1) i; H.(M)). (Various geometrie aspeets
of bordism equivalenee relations for links in M can be seen using linking numbers). The
Conway potential satisfies most of the usual properties including the erossing change
relation. For the solid torus a 2- variable polynomial is defined, whieh is related to the
polynomialofTuraev. Further explieit camputations are earried out in Rp3 and Si xS l x I.
(2) The dgree of the Conway potential is related to link genus. Using results of Gabai
we generalize a theorem of Scharelmann and Thompson eoncerning the relation between
link genera of the links in a skein tripie in 53 to irreducible compact oriented 3-manifolds
with 8M a uniön of tori (and M CE).

J. Klein:Desuspension Theory with Applications to the Poincare Embedding
Problem.
The purpose 'of this talk is to develop a theory of desuspensions in various levels of
generality.
(1) It is dual to the theory of delooping developed by Stasheff and Boardman- Vogt in
the pointed case.
•
(2) It is set up to deal with the fibered ease.
(3) It is endowed with an obstruction theory, which in partieular yields a. wide-ranging
generalization of the Freudenthai Suspension theorem.
Let Y be a l~conneeted pointed space with comuJtiplication Y ---+ yV2 that is "homotopy coherent aSsoeiativen of order :5 n (as explained in the talk). By analogy with
Stasheff and Boardman-Vogt, call this a co~An~stucturc on Y.

Sampie theorem. Ir Y is co-A~, and jf Y is r~c.:onnected anu (n
dimensional, then Y desuspcnds up to hornotopy.

+ l)r + 2 -

n homology

This rcsult can be lJsed to provc a. ~·lIaefliger·Hirsch~'·type cmhccJdiug result in thc
Poincare category.

fi
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R. Lee:Spectral flow decon1position theorem and its application to Casson and
Floer invariants.

e

Let M be a closed oricnted manifold alld E be areal vector bundle on M. Given
a family of 1st order, dliptic, selfadjoint operators D t : COO(M, E) ---+ COO(M, E), 0 ~
t :5 1, we define tbe e-spectl"al Ilow to be the intersection number of the spectral curves
{;\cIDc\l1 "t\llfoe sOlne 'J1 ':F O} with the reference line ,\ e.
We study such a spectral fiow when A-t can be decomposed ioto two pieces by a
codimension one sublnanifold, Af = 1\11 U 1\12 , At/l n M 2 = 8Mt = 8M2 . ~. E. In a
collar neighbourhood E x [-1,1] of E, thc operator Dt = 0'(';; + Ve) wli~!e Dc is a
selIadjoint operator Oll coo('E, E), E = EIE, and a is a bundle automorphisriiof E with
2
(j = (T.,0'2 = id, (TD t .= -Dta. Decompose L (u, E) into the surn·pt EB H t EB Pi~' where
Pe% are the sp'an of (±)-eigensections of E and H t = ker D t •
Then q induces a sYlnplcctic structure on 1ft and there are two Lagrangian- subspaces .
in He, Lj(t) C He, given by the reslriction of the null space ker DtlMj to L2(E, E) and then
the projection anto H t • In general H t may jump in dimension and so da the Lagrangians
Lj(t). Ta avoid this difficulty we partition [0, 1] into subintervals [ti, ti+d and choose K > 0
so that the symplectic space H(t, f(), spanned by the eigensections q, with eigenvalues
,\ in [-/(, ](], is of constant dimension. In H(t, K) choose two continuous families of
Lagrangians Lj(t, f() so that Lj(t, [() = Lj(l)EB[Pt%nH(t, Je)] at the two ends t = fit ti+l.
Using these Lagrangians as boundary condition, we have continuous families of selfadjoint
operators

=

=

and hence weIl defined spectral flows.

-e

Theorem. (Spectral flow decomposition) After stretching thecollar I:x[-l, 1] sufficiently
long, the e·spectral flow e-SF{ De : 0 ~ t ,~ I} equals the sum

+ e-SF{D(M2 , L2 (t, !()) : 0 ~ t 5 I} +
Maslov-index(( L.(t, 1\), L 2 (t, 1\)) : 0 ~ t ~ 1) + ~[dimker D(l) - dimker D(O)).

e-SF{D(Mt , L1 (t, f{» : 0 $ t

~ I}

We apply tbe above theorem to study the Casson invariant ;\(M) of an integral
mology 3-spbere ft1 aud gi vc a nc\V proof of:

Theorem.
FH.(A1).

h~

(Taubes)..\( AI) equals to -~ the Euler number of the Floer homology

;

©
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In thc casc üf Cl. ralional hUlllology sphcre A-t thcre are t.wo diifl'rcnt l~xtcnsiuns oe thc
Casson invaria.nt:

2:
2:

,\w(i\1)

signP

+

I{P)

PER(M 1 )irr n H(M2 )irr

AB.N.{i\1)

signP.

PER(M1 )irr.,n(A'f1 )irr

Here the first ..\ ,v(Al) (without dividing IlId 1\1; l)1) is due to \Valker with I(P) given
by his correction scheme and the second AB.N. (without dividing 1/2) i~ due to Boyer-Nica. •

Theorem. In the case wh.en 1Tl(M) is cyclically finite (so '\B.N.(AI) is defined}, we have

-'\w(M) - AB.N.(M)

= 2:

signature defect of 1\1 associated to

(72 :

1rl(M)

-+

U(l)

P=DEBD- 1

Fukaya also has an extension of FIoer homoIogy to rational homology 3-spheres. Generalizing Taubes' theorem we liave:

Theorem. Aw(M) equals to (-1)· Euler number of Fukaya-Floer-homology
+ Ep=aEB6-1 signature defect of (1'2 : 1rl(M) -+ U(l).
H.J. Munkholm:Alge.braic Topology ror Spaces of Bounded Geometry.

Recall that spaces of bounded geometry (b.g.) come in different flavours
• Smooth b.g. spaces = Riemannian manif61ds 1\1 S.t. the injectivity radius of M is
> 0 and the absolute value of the sectional curvature is bounded above.
• Simplicial b.g. spaces = simplicial complexcs J( such that the number of simplexes
in the link of a vertex is bounded.
There are also notions of b.g. CW compIexes and b.g. PL spaces.
With each class there is a dass of b.g. mapSt e.g. a smooth b.g. map M ~ N is a •
Coo-map with bounded C 2 -norm which is efficiently proper.
ATTIE (Courant-thesis 1993) developed a b.g. surgery theory a.ild proved, e.g., for
compact Riemannian A1 and N:
Theorem. (Attie) Let n 2:: 5, k ~ 1, f : i\1 Tl + k --+ iVTl X T k be a homotopy equivalence.
Then the following are equi valent:

(i) Same finite cover of ft j : 1\1
(ii) The Zk-cover

j : J\1

---+

iV

X

--+

LV

X

T k is honlotopic to a diffeomorphism.

R k is b.g. homotopic to a. b.g. diffeomorphism.

(Here T" is the k-torus).
In the surgery theory Attie nceds hurnotopy-, hornology-, chain-, cohornology- and
cochain-"groups" in urder tu ha"c. f·.g., ;l h.~. \Vhitchcac.J tltcorcm, a b.g. h-cobordism
thcorcrn, a h.g. Puiucare dua.liliy .·te.
."l

©

In th~ leclure [ pn~scnlcd Cl. Illodificatioll (alld silnplification) of the first 2 chapters of
Andersen-Mullkhohn: Uoulldcd Controlleu Topology (SLN vol. 1323) which does the j~b
needed.

B. Oliver:Grothendieck groups of

vec~or

bundles over BG.

For G a COlllpact Lie group, [«BG) was shown by Atiyah and Segal to be isomorphie
to the complcLion of the representation ring R(G). However, for the infinite dimensional
space BG, [(BG) is not defined directly in terms of vector bundles over BG. In work
with Stefan Jackowski, we find an algebraic description of the Grothendieck group of the
monoid of vector bundles over BG, which we denote by K(BG); and also deseribe the
natural maps
RCG) ~ K(BG) .!!E... ]«(BG).
In particular \ve show:
1) öa is onto if G is finite, and is an isomorphism if all elements of 1ro(G)·have prime
power order.
2)

Pa is injeetive, and its image is the group F F(BG) generated byall elements x E
K(BG) with An(X) for n >- O.

Qa was shown to be an isonlorphism for a p-group by Dwyer and Zabrodski; for a

p-toral group by Notbohm. .
In general, K( BG) is isomorphie ta the inverse limit of tbe groups R(P) for all p-toral
P C G (Yp). Equivalently, if G p denotes the union of eomponents of G of prime power
order in 1ro(G), then K(BG) is isomorphie to the group of class functions f : Gp --+ C
such that flP is a eharacter for all p-toral P C G.
E.K. Peclersen:Continuously controlIed topological J(-theory.

•

Let (X, Y) be a pair of compact metrizable spaces with E = X\ Y dense in X. Choose
a countable set Hand a map r : f/ - + E with dense image, sueh that r-1(e) is either
empty or infinite. We consider operators on t2( H). An operator is locally compact if the
restrietion to f2(r- 1 (/(» is a compact operator for any compaet subset K C E. Given
x e Y an operator ifJ is continuously controlIed at x if for every neighbourhood U 3 x
there is a neighbourhood V 3 x such that t/> (t2(r-.1 (V»)) C t2(r- 1 (U)).
We define C·(X, Y) to be the C··algcbra of bounded, locally compact, continuously
controlled operators, or rather the cJosure thereof in the norm topology.

Theorem. I<.(C·CX, Y)

~

J!.-I(Y; K(C)), so the [\'-theory is independent of X other

than the conditions above.
As an application of this rcsult we stuuy thc Baum-Connes assembly map

H(t"(r); K(C)) --. [((C;(r),
whcrc E(r) is the universal spacc for proper r-spaccs. \Ve prove: IC E(f) is a finite r·
C\V-complex with a cOlnpa.cti(icalion .'( s.l. (i) lhe f-action extcnds, (ii) X' is metrizabJe, .

©

or [(

(iii) c.ompact sub~cts
r) trallsJate by the grOll}) tu :Hnall sets IlCl\r thc LHllllldary, (iv)
for all finite subgroups" Cf C 1', .X c is cOlltractible.
Under these circulnsta,nces thc Uaulll-Conllcs asseulbly luap is a. split nlonoIllorphislIl
of spectra. The conditions CLhovc are satisfied for \Vonl hyperbolic groups.
The above rcpresents joint work with CUllnar Carlssoll and John Roe.

J., Roe:Controlled topology and C·-algebras.
In this series of talks we described a relationship between Kasparov's J{ -thcory anti
K-homology for C*-algebras, arid C·-versions of coutrollcd topology, especially as it is
applied to assembly. maps.
.
Let X be a (locallycompact Hausdorff) topologiealspace. A coarse structure or
bornologyon X is a collection of neighbourhoods E of the diagonal in ..X" x X (entourages)
5.t. (i) entourages are proper, (ii) the inverse of an entourage and the product of two
entouragesis an entourage, "(iii) the union of the entourages is X xX. There is a category of
such spaces and coarse maps. Examples include the metric bornolqgy on a (proper) metric
5pace X (entourage5 are metric neighbourhoods of the diagonal) and the continuously
controlled bornology on aspace X equipped with ~ compactification X (entourages are
proper neighbourhoods of the diagonal that elose off to the diagonal of the space at
infinity).
Given such an X, one may define a C·-algebra C·(X) as follows. Choose a Hilbert
space H which is a module over Co(X). Then, for an operator T : H ~ H, we say
that T is of controlled propagation if there is an entourage E S.t. l/>Tf/J
0 whenever
sUPP<P x supptbn E
0. T is /ocally cornpacl if 4JTl/J E x:. whenever 1J and t/J are compactly
supported (A: denotes the C·-algebra of compact operators on H). We define C·(X) to
be the completion of the algebra of locally compact controlled propagation operators.
We may also define another algebra D*(.J() to be the completion of the pseudolocal
controlled propagation operators, where 'pseudolocal' means that T r/J - ~T E K:. for if> E
Co(X). Then C·(X) is an ideal in D·(X) and one has a short exact sequence

=

=

of C· -algebras.
Using Paschke's duality theorem, one ean identify 1(. (D.- X/C* X) with the Kasparov
K-homology K__ 1(X). The connecting map in the J(-theory exact sequence is a map
K.(X) ~ I(.(C*(X)) which can be regarded a.s a. form of the simple controlled assembly

•

map.
When is the assembly map an isolnorphisln '!
Theorem 1. IC X has the continuously controlled coarsc strueture coming from a compactification X =" ..l ( U Y then C·(.\') = D(CCY), Co(~X')) (Higson's relative Paschke
dual), so J(.(C·(X)) =:: /\'.-I(Y). Conscquently, if .~ is contractible, then assembly is an
isomorphism.
t

Theorem 2.

If)( has the Illctric coarsc strucLure. J.IUJ .'( is a conlplete, simply connectcd,
nonpositively curvcd Rielnaullian rnanifold, ur ;L Illctric c()nc, or a Gromov hypcrbolic
spacc, then assembly is an isornorphislll.
.

IU
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Finally \vc prc:)cnt an applicatiou oE coutrollcd lucthods that is 'dual' to those above;
an understa,llJing or [{!( ·thcory in tenns or control over the spcctrum of an operator.
This suggests adefinition of algcbraic LL-theory, LL(A, B) for pairs of categories A, B
with involution.

E. Salem:The topology of germs of hololnorphic foliations on C2 •
(Joint work with J .F. l\·1at.tci)
We eonsider a holamorphie roliation :F defined on a neighbourhood of 0 E C2 by
cu adx + bdy where a, bare holomorphic and {(x,y): a
b O} = {O}.
By a finite succession of blow ups, one gets a new foliation j: with a finite number of
reduced singularities, all contained in the divisor.
We study SL-equisingular deformations of F i.e. equisingular deformations with fixed
reduced fo~ms at the singularities and fixed holonomy groups of the divisor. :-~
We show that under generic conditions on :F, the space of infinitesimal SL-equisingular
deformations is of finite .Jilnension p.
.
We also show that under the salne generic conditions on :F, there exists a universal
SL-equisingular defonnation of F with space of parameters CJ'.

= =

=

u. Tillmann:The classifying space of the 1 + I-dirn.

cobordism category.

I. Let C be the smooth 1 + I-dimensional cobordism category. Its objects are the elosed
I-manifolds ( Ä N) and its morphisms are compact 2-manifolds. Denote byeb the subeategory in which no connected cOlnponent of amorphism, i.e. cobordism, is a morphism
to tbe empty I-mfld. Consider the functor <I> : C --+ Z which takes a surface E E C(n~ m)
to

•

Theorem 1.. B~ : 1r 1 BC
Theorem 2.. B<P : Beb

---+

---+

'TrIBZ

= Z Is an isomorphism.

BZ ~ SI is a. hOOlotopy equivalence.

e

11. Now consider the mociified categories Sand Sb, defined from C and b by replacing
a cobordisrn E by the classifying space of its Inapping dass group Bft where

rJ; =

1ropiff+(E, BE).
Theorem 3. nBSb ~ Z x

Brt"I'

Here r 00.1 = liITl.- r 9. 1 is the stahle mapping dass group and + de.notes Quillen '9 plus
construction. The proof of the theorem uscs a gcncralized group completion theorem far
eategories and a theorcJl1 of Barer Oll tlac stabilization of the homology of the mapping
cl ass group. As Sb is a synllllctr;c lnolloi<.1al catcgory BSb and hente Br~.1 are
-spaces.
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P. Vogel:Structurc

Oll

modules

or diagranls

in

V~ssiliev theory.

Let K, oe the set ur da..ssica.l koots. This ::let i::l a IlhJlloiJ ror thc cOllllcclcd sunt and the
integrallllonoiJ-ring ZK i~ tL Ilupf algebra. All)' singular kuut induces a linear cOIllbination
of knots in this algebra. Dt~note by In the sub~lnodule uf this algebra. generated uy the
singular knots having at least n double points. These SUb-lllodules induce a filtration of
the Hopf algebra. coxupatible with the Hopf algebra structure and the associated graded
algebra GrZX: is a graded Hopf algebra. Using the thcory of ßar-Natan, Kontsevitch and
Vassiliev, one COllstructs a rational isoillorphisrn fro1l1 this last a.lgebra. to a graded algebra
Ar defined in term of diagranls.
The algebra Ar is a quotient of a graded C0I11111utative aud cocomlnutative Hopf algebra
A which is itself the quotient of the Jnodule generated by connected trivalent diagrams
containing the cirde equipped with a. cyclic order of the set of edges arriving at each
vertex by two kind of relations: the antisyn1etric relation and the so-called IHX relation.
The algebra Ar is the quotient of A by the ideal generated by the diagram with only
two vertices. The algebra A is rationally the symluetric algebra of a graded module P
generated by diagrams J( such that the conlplelnent of the ciecle in J( is connected.
One constructs a graded algebra A described in terms of certain connected diagrams
having exactly three I-valent vertices. One proves that A acts on the module P and many
other modules of diagrams.
Let L be a Lie algebra equipped with a nonsingular bilinear form invariant with respect
to the adjoint representation. Then one gets a weIl defined map 4> from A and P to the
center of the enveloping algebra of L. One const~ucts a charaeter from A to the scalars
and one proves that 4J is linear with respect to it. One computes this character on an
explicit sub-algebra of A and one proves the following:

Theorem: Let L be oue of the following families of Lie algebras: the series A, the series
BeD, Es, Er, Es, F'h G2 • Then there exists an element orA and an element of 'P which
are killed by every other falnily of Lie algebras and detected by L.
J. Weitsman:Geometry of the Intersection Ring of the Moduli Space of Flat
Connections and the Conjectures of Newstead and Witten.
We develop geometrie techniques to study the intersection ring of the moduli space

Sg(t., . .. , tn) of Hat connections on a two mallifold E!1 of genus 9 with n marked points.
We find homology cycles dual to generators of the ring, which cycles allow us to prove
recursion relations in 9 and n for their inlersection numbers. The recursion relations in the
genus 9 are related to generalizations of the Newsteau conjecture ane! of same recursion
relations due tu Donaidson. The recursion relations in the number n of marked points
yield analogs of the rccursion relations appearing in the work of \Vitten and Kontsevich
on moduli spaces of punctured curves.
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